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Friday 28th February 2020

St. Pius X Friday Quiz

3rd and 4th Classes 



The Whizz Quiz

Rules
There are 13 questions altogether. The first question is a 
warm-up and worth one point.

The other 12 questions are each worth 2 points

That’s a max of 25 points!



Your best 4 scores will count. 

So, don’t worry if you miss one Friday, you 
can still win. 

Maximum Score is 100 points.



If you get an answer almost right or half right, teacher will 
award one point instead of two points. 

For example, suppose the question is:

“Name two colours of the rainbow” 

and you write “Red and brown.”

Red is right, but brown is not. 

You would earn 1 point!



Don’t worry too much about spelling. If 
your answer is right, you’ll get the points 
so long as your spelling is close enough.

Unless, of course, it’s a spelling question! 



Enjoy the quiz and hopefully you will learn a 
few things from it too. 

It can be helpful to listen to the news and 
sports news.

Don’t worry if you miss a question. When 
the quiz is finished, all of the questions will 
be shown on the last page to allow you to 
do a quick check. 

Good Luck . . . Here goes . . .  No 
whispering!



Question 1

FRINGE is an anagram of which other 
body part?



Question 2

The Great Barrier Reef is located off the 
coast of which country? 



Question 3

The Tricky Teaser

What gets wet as it dries? 



Question 4

Which fairy tale character slept for 100 
years? 



Question 5

What can Dr. Dolittle do that most 
doctors cannot? 



Question 6

Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk 
where?  

(a) to the South Pole   
(b) on the moon   
(c) to the top of Mount Everest



Question 7

What is the largest planet in the solar 
system?   

(a) Saturn   
(b) Earth   
(c) Jupiter



Question 8

Cén píosa éadaí é seo?   

(a) carbhat
(b) pitseámaí
(c) crios
(d) bríste



Question 9

Which sport is played with a 
shuttlecock?   

(a) tennis   
(b) squash    
(c) ping pong   
(d) badminton 



Question 10

True or false: 

An adult human has more teeth than an 
adult dog? 



Question 11

Complete the analogy: 

Christmas is to December as 
St. Patrick’s Day is to ________. 



Question 12

What are Justin Bieber fans called?    

(a) Beliebers
(b) Justinites
(c) JayBees



Question 13 – The Whizz Quiz question 

I will give you a clue and the answer I want is a 
pair of rhyming words that mean the same as 
the clue.

Remember the examples? 

Clue: ‘An unhappy boy’ ….    Answer: SAD LAD

Clue: ‘An ill baby hen’  ….  Answer: SICK CHICK

So, here’s the one for you….



Question 13

Clue:
‘A large pond where pythons live’

Answer:    _ _ _ _ _    _ _ _ _



Question Recap

1. FRINGE is an anagram of which other body part?     
2. The Great Barrier Reef is located off the coast of which country?     
3. The Tricky Teaser – What gets wet as it dries?     
4. Which fairy tale character slept for 100 years?     
5. What can Dr. Dolittle do that most doctors cannot?     
6. Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk where?   

(a) to the South Pole   (b) on the moon   (c) to the top of Mount Everest
7. What is the largest planet in the solar system?   (a) Saturn   (b) Earth   (c) Jupiter
8. Cén píosa éadaí é seo?   (a) carbhat (b) pitseámaí (c) crios (d) bríste
9. Which sport is played with a shuttlecock?   (a) tennis   (b) squash    (c) ping pong   

(d) badminton 
10. True or false: An adult human has more teeth than an adult dog?     
11. Complete the analogy: Christmas is to December as St. Patrick’s Day is to 

________.     
12. What are Justin Bieber fans called?    (a) Beliebers (b) Justinites (c) JayBees
13. Whizz Quiz clue: ‘A large pond where pythons live.’



Answer 1

FRINGE is an anagram of which other 
body part?     

Finger



Answer 2

The Great Barrier Reef is located off the 
coast of which country?     

Australia



Answer 3

The Tricky Teaser –

What gets wet as it dries?     

A towel



Answer 4

Which fairy tale character slept for 100 
years?     

Sleeping Beauty



Answer 5

What can Dr. Dolittle do that most 
doctors cannot?     

Talk to animals



Answer 6

Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk 
where?   

(a) to the South Pole   
(b)on the moon
(c) to the top of Mount Everest



Answer 7

What is the largest planet in the solar 
system?   

(a) Saturn   
(b) Earth   
(c) Jupiter



Answer 8

Cén píosa éadaí é seo?   

(a) carbhat
(b) pitseámaí
(c) crios
(d) bríste



Answer 9

Which sport is played with a shuttlecock?   

(a) tennis   
(b) squash    
(c) ping pong   
(d)badminton



Answer 10

True or false: 

An adult human has more teeth than an 
adult dog?     

False; an adult human has up to 32 
teeth, an adult dog has up to 44 teeth.



Answer 11

Complete the analogy: 

Christmas is to December as 
St. Patrick’s Day is to March.



Answer 12

What are Justin Bieber fans called?    

(a) Beliebers
(b) Justinites
(c) JayBees



Answer 13

Clue: 
‘A large pond where pythons live.’

SNAKE  LAKE


